
Ei ASSET Talent Search
The litmus test for academic brilliance



Scan the QR Code to know
more & register

Note: The above-mentioned duration represents only the actual testing time and does not include
time for check-in process, instructions from test administrators etc.

Ei ASSET Talent Search 2022-23 

Jan 18 - 22, 2023

Subjects
English
Science
Mathematics 

Duration
60 min
60 min
60 min

 
Test Dates 

Ei ASSET (Level 1) : Dec 15-18, 2022
(For those students who have not taken level 1)



More often than not, academically talented
students perform exceptionally well on class-level
tests. However, these tests do not challenge them
sufficiently enough to gauge/uncover their true
academic potential. These tests measure
knowledge of concepts considered appropriate for
a student’s grade level and provide a comparison
between a given student or school and national
norm groups. 

The Ei ATS Test addresses this problem by
accurately discerning a student’s academic talent.
The test helps students gauge the extent of their
capabilities and understand the kind of challenging
academic work they should undertake to realise
their true potential. 

For many academically gifted students, taking the
test is the first time they begin to understand and
appreciate the full extent of their talent.

Discover students' abilities with Ei ASSET Talent Search and help them identify their hidden
academic potential. Students who score in the 85th percentile in the Ei ASSET test are invited to
the test. It is an advanced test designed to recognise the level of advancement of student’s
abilities and identify the educational enrichment that matches their strengths and potential.  The
test is designed for students from grades 4 to 8.

Ei ASSET Talent Search 

Why Ei ASSET Talent Search?  

Ei ASSET Talent Search (ATS) is a skill-based test that measures students' conceptual
understanding in scholastic subjects like English, Maths, and Science. It benchmarks students'
performance at international, national, and regional levels with actionable insights to remediate
the learning gaps.

However, such tests do not provide specific
information about the academic accomplishments
of students who perform well. While they answer
most of the questions correctly, it is indicated that
the student knows the grade-level concepts that
comprise the test. However, it cannot indicate the
learning level of the students who are beyond their
grades.

ASSET Percentile - 85 & above 

Grade -  4,5,6,7,8,

Test eligibility



The Ei ATS test is an advanced test that challenges students to apply their learning and to think by
answering thought-provoking questions, which are not usually asked in standard tests. The
expected level of thinking is 2 grades above the student’s current grade level. 
The Ei ATS test comprises

Students are encouraged to appear for the Ei ATS Test without prior preparation. This is because
the talent search is analytical in nature and preparing for the test would be counter-productive.
The test does not have any pass/fail components.

However, students can familiarise themselves with the test content by registering for ASSET
Question-A-Day (AQAD). AQAD is an online offering that includes a set of thought-provoking
questions that test students’ knowledge of concepts on a daily basis. Students can register for
AQAD by visiting: www.aqad.in This service is free of charge.

Test Specifics

No Preparation Test

Multiple choice questions for easy answering 

No negative marking



A score results summary is provided to each student showing a comparison of his or her test
performance among all talent search participants. This report offers ideas and advice for academic
development based on performance.

More about Ei ATS
 

Above-level testing:

Early identification is critical to address the scholastic needs of students so that parents can
provide a challenging and engaging learning environment for their kids.

This type of testing experience provides insight into a student’s academic abilities, builds test-
taking skills, and provides insight into how a student’s talents compare to others in their age group.
It can give students information early on areas they might want to further develop and gives them
a preview of the test-taking process.

Early Identification of talent: 

Recognition of accomplishments includes a certificate of merit as well as school notification of
participation and medals for the toppers who are in the top 15% of students. The top scores are
awarded as ASSET gold & silver Scholars.

Recognition & Awards:

Score Summary:

Access to Talent Nurturing   Programmes:

Opens up opportunities to enroll in India’s
leading Summer residential camp for gifted
students organized by GenWise. 
 

Opportunity to become a member of the
Gifted India network where students and their
parents can attend  different forums 

visit: https://www.giftedindia.org/ visit: https://www.genwise.in/

Other Talent Nurturing  Partners



Premium membership to Ei ASSET Scholars' club for top
25% of the students

Benefits of taking Ei ASSET

Benefits of taking Ei ATS 

Access to funds from a common Cash Prize pool
distributed as grants to attend Gifted India
Programmes conducted by GenWise

Choice of Gifted Student Programmes at International
Partner Universities

Passes for 3 physical meets of Ei ASSET Scholars 
club for the top 25% of students

Access to premium content of our website 
and Ei ASSET Scholars club resources

Invitation to attend both paid and free programmes
 on nurturing talent

Certificates endorsed by Gifted India Network to
students placed in the 75th percentile and above

Ei ASSET Talented Scholar citation on website
along with a Video and historical records of
performance in Ei ASSET and Ei ATS exams

Recognition of Ei ATS scholars in awards ceremony

Medals for overall and subject toppers 

Access to free resources on the Ei ASSET website



“It is a way for us to see our potential and see
where we stand among so many other students
and test our knowledge that we have learnt
through multiple years.” 

Lasya Mohan Varma | ATS Gold Scholar
Inventure Academy, Bangalore

Soha Haldikar | ATS Bronze Scholar
 Vibgyor High School, Kolhapur

Aarna Malhotra | ATS Gold Scholar
 The Shriram Millennium School, Noida

Aaditya C Bontra | ATS Gold Scholar
Navrachana International School, Vadodara

Hear from the Ei ATS Scholars

"The ASSET talent search exam is different from others
because it’s an application-based exam and tests how
much we can apply our knowledge on real-life problems
unlike normal exams which are theoretical". 

It was a blessing to be invited to this course
because I met so many kids here with similar
academic pursuits and aims. I got to learn from the
top people in their fields. 

The ATS test really opened up quite literally the whole
world filled with opportunities for me. It gave me
access to opportunities to go to Dubai and US for
programs like Northwest and Purdue and all across
India as well.



Ei's work is reviewed and recognised globally 



Founded in 2001, Educational Initiatives (Ei), is a global leader in assessment research and
educational technology, that helps to improve the quality of education in schools for students
and for government systems at scale.

Our vision is to create a world where children everywhere learn with understanding. Our goal is
to reach a multitude of children across different strata of society, irrespective of the kind of
education they receive today or the curriculum they follow.

We specialize in pedagogical research, assessments and personalized learning tools, to help
measure learning outcomes, create solutions to remediate learning gaps and build systemic
capacity within governments and organizations.

We impact a wide spectrum of schools, including state-run government schools, international
schools, private schools, after-school learning centres and low-fee affordable private schools
with different curriculum standards and languages. We work with governments, multi-laterals,
foundations, innovative non-profit organizations and schools globally to provide impactful
research-based assessment and learning solutions.

Helping children everywhere  
learn with understanding



www.ei.study

At Ei, we work with a bias to action and value people who see a problem  and immediately
think about how to solve it. We focus on outcomes, allowing team members to be
creative to achieve their goals as long as they aspire to the degree 

Creating a world where children everywhere learn with understanding

Ei leverages the twin levers of cutting-edge educational research and a technology-
based solutions approach to revolutionise how children  in the K-12 educational space
learn. 

We reach a multitude of children across different strata of society, irrespective of the
kind of education they are receiving or the curriculum they are following.

What makes Ei different

Our Vision

Our Mission

The First Building, Corporate House,
A2 1st floor, Nyay Marg, Vastrapur,
Ahmedabad
+91-7946011589

The CUBE-Karle Town Center, 100
feet, Nagavara, 
Bengaluru 
+91-80-4925-2828

@eistudy1 @eistudy1 @eistudy1 @eistudy

Connect with us


